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Communication
Disorders
Speech and language disorders are
varied and can occur at any age. Regardless of the severity of speech and
language disorders, a person’s ability to
interact and communicate with others
will be affected. Speech and language
disorders can interfere with a person’s
ability to understand, to express his or
her thoughts, or to be understood. Their
causes are varied.
A speech disorder affects one’s ability to
speak words so they are understandable.
Many people with speech disorders have
no problem understanding or reasoning. For example, a person with cerebral
palsy may have a speech disorder but
have no problem with his or her processing and understanding ideas.
Speech disorders may also involve
disorders of the voice, including pitch,
loudness, or quality. Many speech disorders have no known cause.
Persons with language disorders may
struggle to understand spoken or
written words. Language disorders may
result from or accompany intellectual
impairment, autism spectrum disorders, hearing loss, brain injury or brain
tumors, stroke, and dementia.
Speech disorders and language disorders are not interchangeable. A person
may have both a speech and a language
disorder or have one without the other.
Communication disorders:
• Expressive language disorder – characterized by difficulty expressing
oneself beyond simple sentences and
a limited vocabulary. An individual
understands language better than
they are able to speak communicate
it.
• Mixed receptive-expressive language
disorder – problems comprehending
the commands of others.
• Stuttering – a speech disorder characterized by a break in fluency, where
sounds, syllables or words may be
repeated or prolonged.
• Phonological disorder – a speech

sound disorder characterized by
problems in making patterns of sound
errors, i.e. “dat” for “that”.
Diagnoses have been made more general
in a way to capture the various aspects of
communications disorders in a way that
emphasizes their childhood onset and
differentiate these communications disorders from those associated with other
disorders:
• Language disorder – difficulties in
learning and using language, which is
caused by problems with vocabulary,
with grammar, and with putting sentences together in a proper manner.
• Speech sound disorder – problems
with pronunciation and articulation.
• Social (pragmatic) communication
disorder – difficulties in the social uses
of verbal and nonverbal communication.
Examples of other disorders that may
include or create challenges in language
and communication disorders:
• Autism Spectrum Disorder - pervasive
developmental disorder, and Asperger
syndrome
• Expressive Language Disorder – affects
speaking and understanding where
there is no delay in non-verbal intelligence.
• Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language
Disorder – affects speaking, understanding, reading and writing where
there is no delay in non-verbal intelligence.
• Specific Language Impairment – delays
in the mastery of language skills in
children who have no hearing loss or
other developmental delays.
• Aphasia - loss of the ability to produce
or comprehend language.
Learning disability
• Dyscalculia – a defect of the systems
used in communicating numbers
• Dyslexia – a defect of the systems used
in reading
• Dysgraphia – a defect in the systems
used in writing
Speech disorders
• Cluttering - a syndrome characterized
by a speech delivery rate which is either abnormally fast, irregular, or both.
• Dysarthria - a condition that occurs
when problems with the muscles that
help you talk make it difficult to pronounce words.

• Esophageal voice - involves the
patient injecting or swallowing air
into the esophagus. Once the patient
has forced the air into their esophagus, the air vibrates a muscle and
creates esophageal voice. Esophageal
voice tends to be difficult to learn and
patients are often only able to talk in
short phrases with a quiet voice.
• Lisp - a speech impediment that is
also known as stigmatism.
• Speech sound disorder - Speechsound disorders (SSD) involve impairments in speech-sound production and range from mild articulation
issues involving a limited number of
speech sounds to more severe phonologic disorders involving multiple
errors in speech-sound production
and reduced intelligibility.
• Stuttering - a speech disorder in
which sounds, syllables, or words are
repeated or last longer than normal.
These problems cause a break in the
flow of speech (called disfluency).
Ways to Help
• Learn from the family, caregiver, or
individual about the nature of the
person’s communication disorder.
• Treat the person with respect. Be
patient; do not supply words or finish
thoughts for him or her.
• Address the person with the communication disorder directly.
• Look for facial, hand, or other responses. Speech is not the only form
of communication.
• Do not urge a person who stutters to
slow down or start over.
• Speak clearly and distinctly but naturally. Be aware that people might feel
like you are “talking down” to them if
you speak too slowly.
• Be willing to work at communicating.
In some cases, this may mean learning
basic sign language or being aware
of special communication devices
for individuals who are nonverbal.
If appropriate, become familiar with
devices, systems, and programs which
have been developed to assist.
• Realize that the individual needs a
supportive network of friends, and
family.
• Strive to understand what the individual is saying by focusing on what he
or she says rather than how he or she
is saying it.

On Parents and Schools
It’s about working together

I just got a phone call yesterday from an
angry parent. The parent was angry at the
school where their child received special
education services. On a scale of one to
ten, I would judge this rage at eight with
gusts up to nine or ten.
A new school year has begun, and there
are many parents out there who may share
the reaction of the parent who called the
Office of Disability Concerns. Special
education students will begin to have their
Individual Education Plans (IEP’s) which
establish the services which the school will
provide and set the goals for the student.
These meetings sometimes become the
scene of disagreements between parents
and teachers.
The parent who called this office already
has a date for an upcoming IEP meeting
at their child’s school. This parent is ready
to do battle. It is a familiar scene which
has occurred already many times in this
child’s school career.
What is different this year, however, is
that this student will graduate from public
school in 2015, and this is the last year
this student will have instruction before
entering that big adult world out there
with all those life decisions which have
to be made. This student will have to
make those life decisions with a moderate
cognitive disorder—a disability which will
profoundly affect all those life decisions.
My concern is for this student because
I have worked with children with a
cognitive disorder, and I know the

challenges they face. Life is not easy for
anyone, and it can be most cruel to those
who do not have the defenses to keep it at
bay.
It is possible for a parent to sincerely believe
they are advocating for their child when they
may be really working through past issues in
their own lives. Let’s talk about advocacy for
a child in the public schools for a minute. It
is an important subject.
I explained to the angry parent who
called this office that there is a difference
between rage and concern. Concern is not
threatening. Rage is. Concern keeps the
focus on the child during the IEP meeting.
Rage puts the parent front and center. The
student with disabilities and their needs fade
into the background while the parent and
teacher trade blows.
That is a travesty of the IEP in my opinion
even though it happens with the best of
intentions. Of course you can disagree with
the school and the teacher. Of course you
have good ideas to share which must not be
discounted by anyone. No one knows that
student in the home environment better than
you. You have valuable information for the
IEP team. How you deliver that information,
however, is critical.
Tone of voice says as much as the words
themselves. Body language does not go
unnoticed. This is true of everyone at the
IEP team meeting. It is easy to slip into
fight mode, especially if there have been
unresolved differences in the past.
You can bring up an alternative viewpoint
in a non-threatening way. “Is it practical for
my son/daughter to manage money in the
same way that someone without a cognitive
disorder does? How is this particular goal
for my child going to help them succeed in
life after their schooling is complete?”
Let’s have a real discussion. Your child and
your student will love you for it because
you’re investing yourself in that child/

student’s future. It truly is about that
child. It truly is about that student. How
can we put our heads together to make a
real difference in this child’s life?
No one’s motives are always pure, and this
is true of the school as well. The things
you ask for your child may cost the school
more money. There may be an alternative
which does not cost money. Explore
alternatives.
One parent was adamant that their
child needed a paraprofessional in
the classroom to assist that child’s
functioning. The school may counter
with a paraprofessional to be shared
among three students with disabilities in
the classroom. The school may suggest
a volunteer student without disabilities
to assist the child with disabilities in the
classroom.
You have reservations. Try the alternative
and ask that the IEP team meet again
in six weeks to determine how this is
working. If it is not working, you may go
back to your original proposal that the
school hire a paraprofessional to work
with your child individually.
Study the goals that the teacher is
suggesting that your child work on. Will
those goals help your child when they
become adults? How is what your child
is doing now going to make life easier for
them five years down the road?
Yes you can be an advocate for your child.
Real advocacy is not about trading insults
with educators. It is about working with
educators and everyone on the IEP team
to promote the best interest of a student
with disabilities. That student will one
day face the very adult world when those
particular parents and teachers are no
longer present. What we do now will
make a difference when that day comes.

What Is an IEP?
Each public school child who receives special education and related services must have an Individualized
Education Program (IEP). Each IEP must be designed for one student and must be a truly individualized
document. The IEP creates an opportunity for teachers, parents, school administrators, related services
personnel and students (when appropriate) to work together to improve educational results for children
with disabilities. The IEP is the cornerstone of a quality education for each child with a disability.

Technology News
New and Exciting Things for the Disability Community
E-NABLING THE FUTURE
They are dedicated to following the
growth of the “3d Mechanical Hand –
Maker Movement” that was inspired
by two strangers (a prop maker from
the USA and a carpenter from South
Africa) that came together from
10,000 miles apart – to create a prosthetic hand device for a small child
in South Africa …and then gave the
plans away – for free…so that those
in need of the device could make
them for themselves or have someone make it for them.
What originally started out as a
couple of guys who created something to help one child in need…has
grown into a World wide movement
of tinkerers, engineers, 3D print
enthusiasts, occupational therapists,
university professors, designers,
parents, families, artists, students,
teachers and people who just want
to make a difference.
They are coming together to create, innovate, re-design and give a
“Helping hand” to those that need
it – whether it is helping to print
parts for them, creating a completed device for them or simply helping
to guide them as they build one
themselves.
There are people around the Globe;
3d printing fingers and hands
for children they will never meet,
classes of high school students
who are making hands for people
in their local communities, a group
of people that are risking their lives
to get these devices onto people in
3rd World countries and new stories

every day of parents working with their
children to make a hand together.
The seed was planted and the Tree is
branching out, growing and becoming
more beautiful than ever imagined!
Prosthetics Meet 3D Printers:
Mainstreaming Open Source 3D Printed Prosthetics for Underserved Populations
Sunday – September 28, 2014
Johns Hopkins Hospital – Baltimore
MD.
Crowd-sourced collaborative innovation is changing the face of modern
medicine. e-NABLE, a global on-line
community of humanitarian volunteers
is leading the way by designing, building and disseminating inexpensive
functional 3D printed prosthetics.
• e-NABLE 3D printed prosthetic hands
cost approximately $50 compared
to traditional devices priced in the
thousands of dollars.
• Children often had to wait until they
were fully grown in order to receive
their first prosthetic;
• Providing affordable devices to
children with upper-limb differences,
including missing fingers – increases
opportunities for play and interaction
with the world around them.
• As children grow, new affordable
custom prosthetics can be easily 3D
printed for them.

Crowd Sourced

Realistic Expectations
We all have expectations, but sometimes those expectations are not
realistic. The thought of winning a million dollars inspires us to buy
that lottery ticket, but we seldom consider the odds in our buying the
winning ticket. We apply for programs to help us in various areas of life
without fully understanding how those programs work and how we can
make them work for us.
People with disabilities who are interested in going to work apply for
Vocational Rehabilitation Services, and sometimes they have little idea
of how that program will really work for them. If they have an idea,
that idea may not be realistic given the way the program is structured.
Many people go into Vocational Rehabilitation Services thinking that
the program is going to find a job for them. They become angry and
disappointed when that program does not fulfill their expectations.
Some people apply for Vocational Rehabilitation Services because they do not have health insurance, and they hope
to get specific medical needs addressed through their VR case. When their VR counselor tells them that the program
does not provide ongoing medical services, again the reaction is one of anger and disappointment.
Some people have a specific idea of what they want to do vocationally. Let’s say they want to start their own business.
VR has accepted this employment outcome, and the client now shares the equipment and supplies they want to open
their business. The client wants the “Cadillac” model of equipment, but VR is only willing to pay for a Chevrolet.
Problems arise in the case.
It is important to have realistic expectations at the very beginning when accessing Vocational Rehabilitation Services.
Let’s talk about how we can fit our expectations into a program which has a host of policies on the way those services
will be administered.
Ask questions, ask questions, ask questions. Why aren’t you going to get me a job? What is my responsibility in
deciding what I want to do for the rest of my life? For any program that you apply for, there will be responsibilities for
you as a client as well as responsibilities for the agency. Finding out your own part will go a long way in letting you
know what to expect. Without asking questions, our expectations are generally set way too high.
Know what you want, and share that with your VR counselor. You do need medical treatment for chronic diabetes
complications, but you do not have medical insurance. It is true that VR cannot provide ongoing medical services, but
your counselor will be familiar with other resources to meet that need and can make a referral.
You have your heart set on a particular piece of equipment, but your VR counselor suggests something which will
meet your basic needs but is much less expensive. You may ask your VR counselor for the agency policy which
supports their decision to purchase the less expensive model. You may also point out that the less expensive model
does not meet your needs and document why this is the case.
There is nothing magical about social service agencies, and VR services are certainly no different than other agencies.
It is not a fix-all, cure-all for all life’s problems. Your VR counselor does not have a magic wand, but that does not
mean that the program cannot be of real benefit to you.
If you need schooling to do what you want to do, VR may assist with this. If you need a one-time medical procedure
which will make you employable, VR may assist with this. If you do not know what you want to do, VR can send you
for a Vocational Assessment which will help you make a decision.
Learn about social service programs, and make them work for you. If the program you are applying for cannot meet a
need you have, ask for a referral to another program which can meet your need. Realistic expectations can make a real
difference in customer satisfaction.

Responsibity &
Service Dogs
When it comes to Service Dogs or Service
Dogs in Training with public access,
there are definite things Service Dogs in
public should and should not do. Learn
more about how well-trained Service
Dogs should appear and what U.S. Service
Dog law says about dogs who don’t quite
possess the skills necessary to safely work
in public.
You’re sitting in a cafe, enjoying a nice cup
of coffee with your well trained, wellmannered canine partner when someone
waltzes in with their dog in tow. The dog is
lunging at everyone who walks past, jumps
up on the counter, gulps down a bagel
and then whirls around to start barking at
people when they walk in. The manager
rushes forward and politely states, “We’re
sorry, ma’am, but we’re going to have to
ask you to take your dog outside. We don’t
allow pets.”
Breezily, the woman waves him off and
announces, “He’s my Service Dog. He gets
to go with me anywhere I go.” The manager
casts an appraising eye over the natural
disaster of the dog who is now walking
around and around his legs, tangling him
in its leash, before hesitantly inquiring, “Do
you have any papers?” He knows the law
doesn’t require ID for Service Dogs, but
surely, for THIS dog, she’s required to carry
SOMETHING, right?
The woman scoffs at the idea while
reaching down to rub her dog’s head. “I
don’t need any papers. Federal law doesn’t
require me to carry any. He’s a Service Dog;
that’s all you need to know.”
The manager mumbles an apology and
walks away. From the safety of the counter,
he eyeballs the dog and owner as the
woman allows him to run up to anyone,
jump on their lap and even kiss them or
sniff their food. Just before leaving, the dog
squats on the floor and urinates. The dog’s
handler walks away from the mess and
he sends a staff member to quickly clean
it up. He considers calling the police, but
is afraid of getting in trouble for breaking
ADA regulations and federal law. Finally,
though, the woman leaves with her unruly
dog in tow and he breathes a sigh of relief.
As excerpted from U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations § 36.202, there are two
instances cited in federal law where a
business may exclude a Service Dog:
• The Service Dog is out of control and
the handler isn’t doing anything about it
• The Service Dog isn’t housebroken and
urinates or defecates inappropriately
If a Service Dog team is asked to leave due

What you can do about a BAD service dog
A Service Dog should NEVER engage in any behavior or activity that could
potentially be hurtful, harmful, leave a bad taste in someone’s mouth or
cause the handler to have to apologize to the recipient.
If you’re out in public and you see a “Service Dog” engaging in “should
not” behaviors and it’s readily obvious the dog in question is just generally
ill-mannered or not well-trained, ask to quietly speak to a manager. Let the
manager know that while federal law does require them to permit access
for all Service Dog teams, they’re not required to deal with dogs who aren’t ready for public access yet, and that federal law allows them to quietly
ask the handler to remove the dog from the premise. Don’t challenge the
team directly, but by letting the manager know federal law protects their
business’ and patron’s rights to not be molested or subjected to poorly behaved Service Dogs, you’ll be paving the way towards better access rights
for well-trained Service Dog teams.
When business owners know they have a recourse for dealing with Service
Dogs who, due to their temperament, manners or lack of training, obviously shouldn’t be working in public, there’s less backlash from negative
encounters with dogs showcasing unacceptable behavior. Many business
owners fear excluding a poorly-behaved team due to the “must provide
access, period, or you’re breaking the law” statements touted by those
who drag their substandard dogs
around with them in public, and
with every instance their busito the dog’s behavior, the business must
ness, clients or sense of control
provide the unaccompanied handler the
suffers due to a bad experience,
opportunity to obtain goods or services.
the more all teams, even wellOnly the dog can be excluded from the
trained and professional ones,
premises. If a dog’s behavior infringes
will encounter access challenges
on the ability of other patrons to enjoy
and issues.
a safe, routine experience similar to one
they would experience without a Service
By providing the manager with
Dog on-site, then a business may be
the real facts concerning Service
perfectly within their right legally to ask
Dog access rights, you’re emthe team to leave. Before making that
powering him or her to respond
determination, though, check out the
appropriately to those individuals
lists below detailing what Service Dogs in
and dogs who negatively impact
public should do and what Service Dogs
or affect the Service Dog commuin public shouldn’t do.
nity as a whole and who cause
Service Dogs in Public Should:
major problems and issues for
• Focus on their handler at all times
any and all real teams to follow in
unless doing trained task work.
their wake.
• Possess a stable, even temperament
without anxiety, reactivity or
aggression of any kind.
and well-taken care of.
• Walk nicely on a leash without pulling,
straining, lunging, lagging, circling or • Keep his or her nose to his or her self
at all times, even if there are food,
forging.
products or other interesting things
• Remain quietly by their handler’s side
readily accessible except in execution
when their handler stops without
of trained duties.
wandering or losing focus.
•
Respond quickly and readily to
• Lay quietly under the table or beside
the handler’s commands, cues or
their handler’s chair without getting
directions.
up or moving around excessively.
• Be able to do pertinent task work to
Changing positions is fine; outright
mitigate their handler’s disability.
breaking stays to respond or engage
In order to be considered a “Service
with distractions or to wander off is
Dog” under U.S. federal law, a dog
not.
must be partnered with an individual
• Ignore distractions.
with a disability AND perform
• Be quiet at all times unless performing
specific, trained task work to mitigate
specific, trained task work.
that disability.
• Appear professional, well-groomed

This place we call home,
OKLAHOMA!

Did you know that a properly used disabled
placard can be used to park at metered parking in downtown Oklahoma City? Here is
the city ordnance!

After the Civil War, the United
States required a new peace treaty
with the people of the Cherokee
Nation due to their alliance with
the Confederacy. The new treaty
allowed the United States government to dispose of the land in
the Cherokee Outlet: “The United
States may settle friendly Indians in any part of the Cherokee
country west of 96°... to be paid for to the Cherokee Nation...”

Other cities and municipalities have different
parking regulations, so call your city to find
out what the rules are in your town!

In the early 1880s, with the support of the Cherokee, the
ranchers using the land got organized and began fencing off
individual claims. The Cherokees believed such organization
would help them collect rents due them for land use.
The Cherokee Live Stock Association eventually formed,
however it was nullified by Congress, which then authorized
purchasing the land for $1.25 per acre. Having previously rejected a bid from the cattlemen to buy the land for $3.00 per
acre, the Cherokees protested in vain that the government
price was too low.
In 1889, Congress authorized the Cherokee Commission to
persuade the Cherokees to cede their complete title to the
Cherokee Outlet. Talks to acquire the Outlet began in the
summer of 1889 with the Cherokee or Jerome Commission
who offered the Cherokee Nation $1.25 per acre. The principal chief told the commission that selling the land would
require an amendment to the nation’s constitution and he
could not see the nation agreeing to that request.
The Cherokees were getting a steady income from the land
by allowing cattle ranchers to use it as grazing land. The
ranchers association had promised to double the amount
they were paying when they would renew their contract in
five years. President Benjamin Harrison forbade all grazing
in the Cherokee Outlet after October 1890, which eliminated
all profit from leasing the land
The commission could not negotiate too much over the
$1.25 per acre and knew they could not win against the
ranchers. So again, President Benjamin Harrison stepped
in and declared that Cherokee Nation had no legal rights to
lease the outlet, resulting with the loose of all Cherokees bargaining power they had in the negotiations. On December
19, 1891, the Cherokee Nation agreed to relinquish the outlet
land to the government for $1.40 an acre.
The land run of 1893, is considered the grandest of the
fourteen land runs that took place in Oklahoma. On the
morning of September 16th, one hundred thousand people
looking to claim some land lined up along the borders of
the Cherokee Outlet. At noon, the US cavalrymen sounded
their bugles and the race was on. Thus ending another chapter in Oklahoma history where all lands we eventually part of
the Oklahoma Territory and became a state in 1907.

§ 32-380. Exception for vehicles transporting
physically disabled person.
A vehicle transporting a physically disabled person may be
parked in a metered parking space without payment for the
space only under the following conditions:
(1) when the motor vehicle has a properly displayed official
insignia issued by the Department of Public Safety identifying the vehicle as one used by or under the direction of a
physically disabled person; and
(2) when the purpose of such parking is to load or unload a
physically disabled person.
In no event shall this special parking privilege exceed the restricted or regulated time applicable to a parking meter zone.

Oklahoma Economic Facts
• One of the top ten states
for doing business (Forbes
Magazine) 37% increase
in Oklahoma Students
graduating with STEM
degrees from 2003 to 2011
Home to the first UAS
focused degree program.
(Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS) graduate degree From
OSU)
• 20,000 Oklahoma students
trained annually by the FAA
• Norman, OK is the home to
the state of the art National
Weather Center facility
• Oklahoma is home to more
than 500 bioscience related
organization
• Oklahoma is growing
• 3.45 billion in research
investment capital
• 471 patents granted
• 196 million in federal
grants received in 2012
• 4th largest producer of
natural gas in the nation
• Oklahoma is a top
unconventional energy
producer in the nation
• 31,000 jobs projected to be
added by 2017

• Oklahoma could be second
largest wind energy generator
by 2030 – US Department of
Energy
• 24% lower labor costs than
the national average
• 5th in the US for attracting
private equity investments in
2011 – Private Equity Growth
Capital Council
• 8 billion in private equity
investments in 2012
• The number of trains along
some rail corridors is
expected to double in the
next 20 years
• Two international airports,
149 public use airports in
128 cities with seven airports
offering commercial services
• 113,325 miles of public roads
• 150 miles of inland waterway

work not
Ms. & Mr. Abilities America Our
only focuses on

Smart Work Ethics is a program developed
to create an understanding of workplace
ethics, sometimes referred to as soft skills.
Taking the participant through a series of
workshops that build on the fundamentals
of responsibility and choice, the student is
able to recognize and accept their role in
the workplace. From making a good first
impression to knowing what interpersonal skills are required, students need to be
aware of what their employers look for, look
at, and measure when they hire and promote employees. Students who are unaware
of these standards risk losing their job and
becoming part of the “revolving door of
entry level” employees.
Employers report that:
• More than half the people who work
for them do not have the motivation to
keep learning and improving on the job
• Four out of ten people on the job cannot work cooperatively with other
employees
• 81% of those applying for an entry level
job do not exhibit adequate self-discipline in their work habits
• In general, employee demonstrate a
lack of social skills and an ability to take
criticism

advocacy for people with disabilities but to
enable individual’s road to discovery of their
talents. These gifts are recognized and cherished by our work and our hope that everyone
embraces what each of us bring to the community.
We work closely and are related to:
• Ms. Abilities Heritage (America)
• Ms. Abilities Military Service(America)
• Ms. Abilities USA, Ms. Abilities Heritage
(USA)
• Ms. Abilities Military Service (USA)
• Ms. Abilities International
• Glad Wags
•
Sister pageants:
Angel for the Cause
Angelforthecause.webs.com
Ms. Integrity Beauty Woman of Excellence
http://www.msintegritybeauty.com/

October
is
Disability Employment
Awareness Month
Expect. Employ. Empower

Held each October, National Disability Employment
Awareness Month (NDEAM) is a national campaign
that raises awareness about disability employment
issues and celebrates the many and varied contributions of America’s workers with disabilities. The
theme for 2014 is “Expect. Employ. Empower.”
NDEAM’s roots go back to 1945, when Congress enacted a law declaring the first week in October each
year “National Employ the Physically Handicapped
Week.”
In 1962, the word “physically” was removed to
acknowledge the employment needs and contributions of individuals with all types of disabilities. In
1988, Congress expanded the week to a month and
changed the name to “National Disability Employment Awareness Month.” Upon its establishment
in 2001, ODEP assumed responsibility for NDEAM
and has worked to expand its reach and scope ever
since.

2401 NW 23rd St Suite 90
Oklahoma City, OK 73107

